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Abstract

The quickly growing community of Internet users is requesting multiple
applications and services. At the same time the structure of the network
is changing. From the performance point of view, there is a tight interplay
between the application and the network design. The network must be
constructed to provide an adequate performance of the target application.

In this thesis we consider how to improve the quality of users’ experi-
ence concentrating on two popular and resource-consuming applications:
bulk data transfer and real-time video streaming. We share our view on
the techniques which enable feasibility and deployability of the network
functionality leading to unquestionable performance improvement for the
corresponding applications.

Modern mobile devices, equipped with several network interfaces, as well as
multihomed residential Internet hosts are capable of maintaining multiple
simultaneous attachments to the network. We propose to enable simultane-
ous multipath data transmission in order to increase throughput and speed
up such bandwidth-demanding applications as, for example, file download.
We design an extension for Host Identity Protocol (mHIP), and propose a
multipath data scheduling solution on a wedge layer between IP and trans-
port, which effectively distributes packets from a TCP connection over
available paths. We support our protocol with a congestion control scheme
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and prove its ability to compete in a friendly manner against the legacy
network protocols. Moreover, applying game-theoretic analytical modelling
we investigate how the multihomed HIP multipath-enabled hosts coexist in
the shared network.

The number of real-time applications grows quickly. Efficient and reliable
transport of multimedia content is a critical issue of today’s IP network
design. In this thesis we solve scalability issues of the multicast dissemina-
tion trees controlled by the hybrid error correction. We propose a scal-
able multicast architecture for potentially large overlay networks. Our
techniques address suboptimality of the adaptive hybrid error correction
(AHEC) scheme in the multicast scenarios. A hierarchical multi-stage mul-
ticast tree topology is constructed in order to improve the performance of
AHEC and guarantee QoS for the multicast clients. We choose an evolu-
tionary networking approach that has the potential to lower the required
resources for multimedia applications by utilizing the error-correction do-
main separation paradigm in combination with selective insertion of the
supplementary data from parallel networks, when the corresponding con-
tent is available.

Clearly both multipath data transmission and multicast content dissemi-
nation are the future Internet trends. We study multiple problems related
to the deployment of these methods.

Computing Reviews (1998) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:

General Terms:
Thesis, Multipath Data Scheduling, HIP, Game Theory, Fair Resource
Sharing, Multicast Scalability, HEC, Redundancy Optimization

Additional Key Words and Phrases:
Future Internet, TCP-fairness, TCP-friendliness, Real-time Multimedia
Applications
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The quickly growing community of Internet users is requesting multiple ser-
vices. The QoS requirements may include delay, bandwidth, cost, packet
loss, etc., and the whole system including content providers, network op-
erators, service providers, device manufacturers and technology providers
need to ensure that these demands can be met. From the performance
point of view, there is a tight interplay between the application and the
network design. The network must have adequate performance to support
the target application.

In this thesis we consider how to improve the quality of users’ experience
concentrating on two popular and resource-consuming types of applications:
bulk data transfer and real-time video streaming. We share our view on
the techniques which enable feasibility and deployability of the network
functionality leading to unquestionable performance improvement for the
corresponding applications.

The Internet accommodates many types of traffic. Following [153] we
differentiate between the real-time and elastic traffic. Elastic traffic refers to
that of applications where the transmitted information is not time-sensitive,
but requires eventual correct delivery. Examples of applications that gen-
erate elastic traffic are email, web-browsing, file transfers (FTP), Telnet,
and any application that works without timely delivery. The Internet copes
with elastic traffic very well. Protocols like TCP control the transmission
rate of elastic traffic and allow for reliable transmission.

Real-time traffic refers to that of applications where the transmitted
information is only useful if it is received within a small delay. Exam-
ples of applications that generate real-time traffic are voice over IP (VoIP),
IPTV, video conferences, online gaming and generally any application that
requires small end-to-end delay. The telecommunications market is ex-
panding rapidly. It is foreseen that next-generation systems will have to

3



4 1 Introduction

support applications with increased complexity and tighter performance
requirements. But the current Internet does not cater well to the time
constraints imposed by such real-time applications. There is significant
interest in developing the Internet that can accommodate real-time traffic.

Different applications react differently to the starvation of resources. A
real-time multimedia stream may be completely unable to decode mean-
ingful content, whereas a file download can be delayed slightly. Hence,
choosing the optimization strategies in order to improve the service qual-
ity, we take in consideration the underlying application.

This work studies both types of traffic. Even though we aim to improve
application data throughput in both cases, the methods we propose to
achieve better performance are different. Our multipath solution improves
data throughput on the wedge layer below transport, which means that any
kind of traffic should be able to benefit from the ability of the protocol to
use the underlying paths diversity. But most of the experiments in the first
part of the thesis are conducted with the use of TCP data, that relates to
the elastic traffic type. In the later part of the thesis the focus is shifted to
the real-time latency-sensitive traffic. We suggest an architecture, which
should meet the strict loss rate and delay requirements of the multimedia
multicast applications. In this case the throughput improvement is achieved
as a result of redundancy optimization.

Another important aspect is heterogeneous nature of the current and
future Internet. A growing deployment of different technologies: WLAN,
HSDPA, Bluetooth, WiMax, 4G, etc. leads to highly heterogeneous net-
works. The high variation of link characteristics makes it more and more
challenging to provide stable end-to-end data transmission. In order to
enable multipath data transmission we utilize a careful estimation of the
end-to-end path capacities to be able to effectively balance the load between
multiple paths and provide timely data delivery, and in the design of mHIP
we include path probing to supply the sender with the fresh path char-
acteristics. For more effective multicast multimedia data dissemination we
propose to meet this challenge by protecting the data using adaptive hybrid
error correction (AHEC), and serving the regions with similar link charac-
teristics separately in order to optimize error correction techniques used on
each region. Our new scalable multicast overlay architecture noticeably re-
duces the network load in real-time multicast scenarios with heterogeneous
network structures.

Clearly both multipath data transmission and multicast content dissem-
ination are the future Internet trends. In this thesis we discuss problems
related to the deployment of the described ideas.
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1.1 Research Problems and Scope

”Quality improvement is a never-ending journey. ” (Tom Peters)

Development and evolution of Internet applications calls for new effi-
cient methods to support advanced network capabilities such as network
resource management, data provisioning and protection. In this thesis we
propose to improve the quality of users’ experience by dealing with the ap-
plications and utilizing both elastic and real-time types of network traffic.
We design architectures and propose techniques to enable feasibility and
deployability of the network functionality leading to the performance im-
provement for the corresponding applications. The manuscript consists of
five publications, which cover multiple problems related to the deployment
of these methods.

In order to boost progressive file download we suggest to use multiple
available paths between the server and the client simultaneously inside one
end-to-end connection. In Publication I we design an extension for Host
Identity Protocol (HIP), and propose a multipath datscheduling solution on
a wedge layer between IP and tra-ansport. Optimization addresses the way
in which the data packets are distributed between the paths depending on
their characteristics in order to achieve the best possible data throughput.

In Publication II we propose a TCP-friendly congestion control scheme
for the mHIP secure multipath scheduling solution. We enable two-level
control over aggressiveness of the multipath flows to prevent stealing band-
width from the traditional transport connections in the shared bottleneck.
We demonstrate how to achieve a desired level of friendliness at the expense
of inessential performance degradation.

In Publication III we apply game-theoretic analytical modelling to solve
the fair resource allocation problem. We investigate how the multihomed
multipath-enabled hosts coexist in the same network and attempt to an-
swer the following questions: Do the multiple HIP users with selfish objec-
tives each exploiting similar scheduling techniques share multipath network
fairly? Is such a network sharing optimal or does it need to be improved
by applying some global congestion controllers on a higher level?

Targeting real-time multimedia applications with the specific constraints
unveils the condition of taking care of timely delivery and meeting the
residual loss requirement. Elastic traffic can tolerate fluctuations during
transmission up to a certain degree, while real-time flow transmission is
characterized by the upper error-rate and delay limits. Error-prone network
segments can be effectively protected by the new error-correction schemes,
e.g. hybrid error correction (HEC) frameworks.
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In Publication IV we design a scalable multicast architecture for po-
tentially large overlay networks. Our techniques address suboptimality of
the adaptive hybrid error correction (AHEC) scheme in the multicast sce-
narios. A hierarchical multi-stage multicast tree topology is constructed in
order to improve performance of AHEC and guarantee QoS for the multi-
cast clients. The architecture has to adhere to the two strict constraints
defined by the application: maximum allowed retransmission delay and tar-
get error rate at the receivers. Using analysis and simulations we prove that
our multi-stage multicast architecture significantly reduces the amount of
redundancy information introduced into the network and brings it closer
to the Shannon bound.

Furthermore, the actual network topologies contain multiple different
types of physical transmission channels like Ethernet, WLAN or 4G links.
The error-correction mechanism must be adjusted individually to the dif-
ferent parts of the network in order to reduce the amount of redundantly
sent data and provide a satisfying experience at the receiver at the same
time. In Publication V we propose to reduce network load by tailoring
error-correction schemes to both their application scope and underlying
network topology. We introduce the idea how to exploit parallel networks
by including the supplementary data from them into the primary multicast
network, if the appropriate content is available. It leads to a relief of traffic
in parts of the network. We propose to implement these functions as oper-
ating modes of the multi-purpose nodes, which we call Mediators following
their operating principle of mediating traffic between multiple network seg-
ments. Thereby, Mediator nodes are introduced into the network where
it is appropriate, and divide each end-to-end path between the source and
receivers into several segments. This way non-error-prone links are released
from carrying redundant data required by error-prone links as it happens
in traditional end-to-end environments.
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1.2 Research History

I started the work on enabling multipath functionality for the Host Identity
Protocol as a part of the 3-year FISHOK project in 2008. The topic was
introduced by my instructor, the head of HIIT Networking group Andrei
Gurtov. Multipath routing is an active area of research. Despite the fact
that several techniques of utilizing path diversity on the different layers
of the TCP/IP stack have been proposed, multipath routing was not yet
deployed in practice. We presented the initial design of an online multipath
scheduling algorithm for HIP at the BROADNETS 2009 conference.

In 2009 I visited Trilogy summer school, where I presented a mHIP
poster and discussed the proposal with several researchers working on the
creation of different multipath-enabled protocols. This gave me some new
research ideas and the motivation for the development of the TCP-friendly
congestion control for mHIP, in order to prove its ability to compete with
the other multipath proposals. The results were presented at the ACCESS-
NETS’10 and later extended for a journal (Publication II).

At the end of 2009 I met Julia Chuiko from the Karelian Research
Center of Russian Academy of Sciences, who was visiting HIIT Networking
group. Her presentation on the Wardrop equilibria and price of stability
for bottleneck games with splittable traffic and the follow-up discussions
gave a birth to the idea of applying the game-theoretical methods to the
design of the fair congestion control for mHIP. Working together on the
problem we were able to create an appropriate model for splitting TCP
traffic to multiple paths inside HIP, and answer several interesting research
questions related to the multipath fair resource allocation. The results of
this work were first presented at the GTM’10 as an extended abstract and
later published as a journal article (Publication III).

In the beginning of 2011 I spent two months in Saarbrucken University
visiting the Telecommunications Group headed by Thorsten Herfet. There
I became interested in the topic of multicast and broadcasting of multime-
dia data and optimization of redundancy in the networks protected by the
Hybrid Error Correction. Working together with a PhD researcher, Michael
Karl, I proposed a scalable multicast architecture which allows to increase
throughput of the real-time multimedia data dissemination. Later Michael
paid a couple of short visits to HIIT, and we presented the work in Publica-
tion IV. Additionally Michael proposed to use Mediators to futher improve
scalability and performance of the multicast and broadcast networks. The
results of this joint work were finalized in Publication V.

The completion of this thesis would not be possible without support of
the Future Internet Graduate School during the last year of my studies.
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1.3 Contributions

I actively participated in writing of all the papers presented in this thesis.
My main contributions per publication are highlighted below.

Publication I: The idea of the design and general motivation of the pa-
per were initiated by my co-author and instructor Andrei. I studied
the related literature, elaborated his design ideas and proposed the
online algorithm for multipath data scheduling. Using analysis and
simulation I proved the efficiency of the proposed scheme, which I
estimate to about 70% of the total work.

Publication II: I conducted most of the work for this publication, in-
cluding design, implementation, experimentation and writing (about
90%), while the motivation and technical advice were provided by my
co-author.

Publication III: The theoretical modelling and analysis originated from
my co-authors. I wrote the introduction and related work for the
paper, as well as conducted and desribed the experiments, which I
estimate to about 40% of the total work.

Publication IV: I presented the main idea of this paper to my co-authors
and did most of the work (about 80%), including implementation, ex-
perimentation and writing. My co-authors kindly provided the tech-
nical support and advise, as well as helped to evaluate the novelty
and correctness of the proposed solution.

Publication V: In this paper we extend the idea presented in Publica-
tion IV. The design and experimental part of this publication be-
long to the first author. I contributed to the related work, problem
statement, location assignment algorithms and example application
scenarios sections (about 30% of the work).

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 2 presents the background and related work. It also contains a
detailed description of the main concepts, formulas and definitions used
throughout the thesis. Chapter 3 discusses the main findings of the publi-
cations at a high level, as well as presents some practical examples, while
much of the experimental results and technical details are not repeated.
Finally, the work is concluded in Chapter 4.



Chapter 2

Literature Review and
Background

In this chapter we outline the related work and review the preliminaries
needed for better understanding of the results presented later in this thesis.

2.1 Multipath Data Scheduling

Modern mobile devices, equipped with several network interfaces, as well as
multihomed residential Internet hosts are capable of maintaining multiple
simultaneous attachments to the network.

In recent years, there have been a number of efforts within the net-
working community to enable data transmission over multiple paths on
different layers of the TCP/IP stack. In some schemes, such as SCTP [67],
MPTCP [13], pTCP [63], mTCP [162], R-MTP [100], MPRTP[138] mul-
tiaddressing support is provided on transport or network [117], [23], [77],
[35], [74] layers. Multiple interfaces of the same technology can also be
striped at the link layer. Several solutions propose bandwidth aggregation
on the application layer [46], [128]. An alternative approach, implemented
in HIP [105], LIN6 [66], MAST [28], MIP6 [80] is to conduct multiaddress-
ing support in a functional layer between IP and transport.

The main idea of bandwidth aggregation on the link layer is to stripe
data across a bundle of physical channels, as it was done in [4], [139]. A
method for channel aggregation in cellular networks is described in [24].
Another interesting approach [133] targets WLAN users who should be
able to split their traffic among several available access points. However,
the link layer has no notion of IP addresses and striping solutions on the
link layer are only applicable to the links with equal technology.

9



10 2 Literature Review and Background

Placing multipath functionality on the lower layers enables efficient uti-
lization of a particular link type and presents more generic solution for all
the upper-layer protocols and applications. On the other hand, solutions
on upper layers are better tuned for the needs of a specific application and
could be implemented more easily.

The advantages of network layer approaches are that they are relatively
easy to deploy, totally transparent to applications and involve only minimal
changes in the infrastructure in contrary to the transport-layer solutions;
but are not able to cope with packet reordering problem and do not gener-
ally support proper per-flow congestion control, which is needed to provide
the required level of TCP-friendliness to the external connections.

The transport layer can naturally obtain information on the quality of
different paths. For example, SCTP [142] can perform measurements across
several paths simultaneously, and then map flows to one or another path.
TCP-MH [85] can detect when the current path has stopped working well,
for instance, if the frequency of repetition becomes too high, and decide to
try another path.

SCTP protocol [142] supports a notion of multiple paths for fault-
tolerance. Concurrent multipath transport (CMT) extension for SCTP [67]
enables hosts to use multiple independent paths simultaneously. Although
implemented in several operating systems, SCTP is not widely used mainly
because application developers need to change their applications to use
SCTP.

TCP [141] was designed for machines that utilize a single path for
communication, which eventually lead to designing its multipath variant
MPTCP [38]. In TCP, connection-specific functions, such as flow control
and connection establishment are tightly coupled with path-specific func-
tions such as Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) discovery, congestion
avoidance and retransmissions. Implementing multipath transfer in TCP
requires significant re-factoring of the code, separating connection and path-
specific components so that functions such as congestion control could be
implemented per each path.

Wedge-layer approaches have an advantage of being able to maintain
multiaddressing information across transport associations. For instance,
the HIP multihoming feature [114] provides multiaddressing support for
HIP-enabled hosts and explores path diversity. Transport activity between
two endpoints may well be able to use multiaddressing immediately and
with no further administrative overhead. Moreover, wedge-based locator
exchange protocols can be incorporated without necessitating modification
to any host’s IP or transport modules.
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A number of applications or transport connections can be allocated in-
dependently to different paths [123]. As an example, popular web browsers
open several parallel TCP connections to download a page. Such an ap-
proach avoids complications resulting from spreading packets from a single
transport connection over multiple paths. However, it has an obvious draw-
back – if there are fewer active bulk transport connections than links, it is
not possible to utilize all available paths. Simultaneous Multiaccess (SIMA)
[124] implements such an approach using flow-binding extensions for HIP.

Several proposals in the related work assume the presence of a proxy in
the network that can serve as a termination point of multipath TCP exten-
sions [18]. Such an approach works only for plain-text TCP communication
and fails in the presence of IPsec [11] encryption or authentication mech-
anisms. When TCP packets are protected with IPsec, the proxy is unable
to observe or modify the packets. Therefore, if HIP is used end-to-end,
proxy-based solutions are not applicable.

2.1.1 Host Identity Protocol (HIP)

The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [50], [51], [58], [105], [106], [113] was
proposed to overcome the problem of using IP addresses simultaneously for
host identification and routing. The idea behind HIP is based on decoupling
the network layer from the higher layers in the protocol stack architecture
(see Figure 2.1). HIP defines a new global name space, the Host Identity
name space, thereby splitting the double meaning of IP addresses. When
HIP is used, upper layers do not rely on IP addresses as host names any
more. Instead, Host Identities (HI) are used in the transport protocol head-
ers for establishing connections. IP addresses at the same time act purely
as locators for routing packets towards the destination. For compatibility
with IPv6 legacy applications, Host Identity is represented by a 128-bit
long hash, the Host Identity Tag (HIT) [59].

HIP offers several benefits including end-to-end security, resistance to
CPU and memory exhausting denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, NAT traver-
sal [86], [143], rendezvous services [90], mobility and multihoming sup-
port [53] and other services [91].

To start communicating through HIP, two hosts must establish a HIP
association. This process is known as the HIP Base Exchange (BEX) and
it consists of four messages transferred between the initiator and the re-
sponder. After BEX is successfully completed, both hosts are confident
that private keys corresponding to Host Identifiers (public keys) are indeed
possessed by their peers. Another purpose of the HIP base exchange is to
create a pair of IPsec Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP) [71] Security
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Figure 2.1: HIP architecture.

Associations (SAs), one for each direction. All subsequent traffic between
communicating parts is protected by IPsec. A new IPsec ESP mode, Bound
End-to-end Tunnel (BEET) [116] is used in HIP. The main advantage of
the BEET mode is low overhead in contrast to the regular tunnel mode.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the overall HIP architecture including the BEX [57].
The initiator may retrieve the HI/HIT of the responder from a DNS direc-
tory [115] by sending a FQDN in a DNS query. Instead of resolving the
FQDN to an IP address, the DNS server replies with a HI. The transport
layer creates a packet with the HI as the destination identifier. During the
next step HI is mapped to an IP address by the HIP daemon on the Host
Identity layer. The packet is processed in the network layer and routed
to the responder. As a result, the conventional 5-tuple socket becomes
{protocol, source HI, source port, destination HI, destination port}.

Since neither transport layer connections nor security associations (SAs)
created after the HIP base exchange are bound to IP addresses, a mobile
client can change its IP address (i.e., upon moving, due to a DHCP lease
or IPv6 router advertisement) and continue transmitting ESP-protected
packets to its peer. HIP supports such mobility events by implementing an
end-to-end three-way signaling mechanism [114] between communicating
nodes. HIP multihoming uses the same mechanisms as mobility for updat-
ing the peer with the current set of IP addresses of the host. It provides
multiaddressing support in a functional layer between IP and transport.

Multihoming and advanced security features make the Host Identity
Protocol a good candidate to provide multipath data delivery.
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2.1.2 Multipath Packet Reordering Problem

When data packets are sent over several paths inside one connection they
can experience different propagation delays and arrive out of order. A
significant amount of related work is devoted to measurement of packet
reordering and analysis of its influence on the performance of protocols on
different layers of the TCP/IP stack and corresponding applications [36],
[47], [78], [99], [125], [126].

TCP implicitly assumes corruption-free links along the entire path,
therefore packet loss or corruption is often mistaken for an indication of
path congestion. As a consequence, TCP may not be able to fully utilize
its fair share of the available path capacity. But not only TCP, which takes
reordering as a sign of congestion, results in degraded performance. Even
some UDP-based applications such as VoIP [92] are sensitive to packet
reordering.

Multipath traffic splitting algorithms could minimize reordering of the
packets arriving from parallel paths. In datagram networks, a few propos-
als for traffic splitting forward packets onto multiple paths using a form of
weighted round-robin or deficit round-robin [136], [160] scheduling. These
schemes cause significant packet reordering and thus are not used in prac-
tice. Alternative schemes avoid packet reordering by consistently mapping
packets from the same flow to the same path. Commercial routers imple-
ment the Equal-Cost Multipath (ECMP) [62] feature of routing protocols
such as OSPF and IS-IS. Hash-based versions of ECMP divide the hash
space into equal-size partitions corresponding to the outbound paths, hash
packets based on their endpoint information, and forward them on the
path whose boundaries envelop the packet’s hash value [21], [112]. Though
these schemes provide a good performance when operating with static load
balancing, they are unsuitable for the emergent dynamic load balancing
protocols [73], [154] where they may overshoot the desired load by as much
as 60% [74]. A few papers analyze the performance of various splitting
schemes. Cao et al. [21] evaluated the performance of a number of hashing
functions used in traffic splitting. Rost and Balakrishnan [131] evaluated
different traffic splitting policies, including rate-adaptive splitting methods.

But despite all the attempts to prevent packet reordering in the scenar-
ios when multiple paths with variable delays on the links are used simulta-
neously, eventual out-of-order delivery is almost inevitable [48]. The TCP
receiver sends duplicate acknowledgements (dupacks) to the sender, which
will falsely indicate packet loss. It can lead to unnecessary retransmissions
and a substantial reduction of the congestion window thereby reducing total
throughput.
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The authors of [94] surveyed and analyzed relevant techniques on coping
with multipath TCP packet reordering. Several improvements for TCP do
exist that make the reordering tolerable including the Eifel algorithm [49],
[98], TCP-NCR[14] and DSACK [163]. The Eifel response algorithm re-
stores the congestion state to the state before entering the (unnecessary)
loss recovery.

Several proposals (e.g. [15], [163]) suggested to increase the dupthresh
value defining the number of dupacks which serve as an indication of con-
gestion, as a cure for the mild packet reordering. Compared with the default
dupthresh of three, the proposed techniques improves connection through-
put by reducing the number of unnecessary retransmissions. But one should
adjust the dupthresh value carefully since making it too large slows down
the reaction of the system to the actual losses and can significantly degrade
the overall performance in the networks with high loss rates.

Non-Congestion Robustness for TCP (TCP-NCR) helps to better dis-
ambiguate segment loss from reordering. Since three duplicate ACKs may
not be sufficient to distinguish loss from reordering, TCP-NCR uses a dy-
namic DupACK threshold to a value that approximates a congestion win-
dow of data having left the network (which corresponds to one round-trip
time). A relevant study of the impact of packet reordering on modern TCP
variants, including TCP-NCR, is presented by Feng [36]. They conclude
that existing reordering-tolerant algorithms can significantly improve the
performance of TCP.

Using the methods described in [14], [15], [98] and [163], we suggest the
improvement for multipath HIP, which reduces the level of reordering on
the receiver and significantly improves the TCP-friendliness of our scheme.

2.1.3 TCP-friendliness and Fairness of the Multipath Con-
gestion Control

Multipath-enabled protocols are usually designed to be able to shift their
traffic from congested paths to uncongested regions in order to balance the
load and better utilise the available Internet capacity. Multipath congestion
control should be designed to balance the load in order to avoid congestion
hotspots. Additionally it should take care of the fair resource allocation.

TCP traffic comprises a major share of the total Internet traffic. Proper
per-flow congestion control is required to limit aggressiveness of the pro-
posed multipath solutions [140].

TCP-friendliness [152] has emerged as a measure of correctness in In-
ternet congestion control. The notion of TCP-friendliness was introduced
to restrict non-TCP flows from exceeding the bandwidth of a conforming
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TCP running under comparable conditions. Protocols commonly meet this
requirement by using some form of AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative
Decrease) [25] congestion window management, or by computing a trans-
mission rate based on equations derived from an AIMD model [8], [9], [12].
In [43] the author studied the impact of feedback modeling on the Internet
congestion control, and the problem of convergence of binary adjustment
algorithms to fairness. It was proved in [44] that the AIMD model offers
the best trade-off between smoothness and responsiveness and offers the
fastest fairing, which provided a theoretical justification for using AIMD
in TCP congestion avoidance [68]. Although TCP is not the only possible
congestion control mechanism in the Internet [52], in this thesis we limit
ourselves to TCP as the most commonly used protocol at the moment.

Definitions

TCP-friendliness is a generic term describing a scheme that aims to use no
more bandwidth than TCP uses. In this thesis we study mHIP congestion
control in view of the criteria proposed in [152]:

A TCP-compatible flow, in the steady state, should use no more band-
width than a TCP flow under comparable conditions, such as packet-loss
rate and round-trip time (RTT). However, a TCP-compatible congestion
control scheme is not preferred if it always offers far lower throughput than
a TCP flow.

A TCP-equivalent scheme merely ensures the same throughput as TCP
when they experience identical network conditions. Although a TCP-
equivalent scheme consumes TCP-equivalent bandwidth when working by
itself, it may not coexist well with TCP in the Internet.

TCP-equal share is a more realistic but more challenging criterion than
TCP-equivalence and states that a flow should have the same throughput
as TCP if competing with TCP for the same bottleneck. A TCP-equivalent
flow may not be TCP-equal share, but the opposite is always true.

To be able to meet all three criteria a TCP-friendly scheme should use
the same bandwidth as TCP in a steady-state region, while being aggressive
enough to capture the available bandwidth and being responsive enough to
protect itself from congestion, as the packet-loss condition changes in the
paths in the transient state. Aggressiveness of a scheme describes how the
scheme increases the throughput of a flow before encountering the next
packet loss, while responsiveness describes how the scheme decreases the
throughput of a flow when the packet-loss condition becomes severe.

To quantify friendliness of a protocol respect to the standard TCP, we
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introduce the factor of friendliness metric:

FF (flow) =
T (flow)

T (TCP )

Here T (·) denotes the average flow throughput in Mbps. FF = 1 indi-
cates the solution satisfies the strongest TCP-equal share criterion, while
a solution resulting in FF > 1 is more aggressive than a typical TCP and
the one with FF < 1 may not be TCP-compatible.

According to the resource pooling principle [156] when several subflows
of one connection share a bottleneck, their resource consumption adds up.
Multipath connections with a large number of TCP-friendly subflows can
compete unfairly against a smaller number of regular TCP connections.
Each subflow is as aggressive as a single TCP, and a bundle of n TCP-
friendly subflows will hence use an approximately n times greater share of
the bottleneck resource than they should. TCP-fair multipath connection
should displace no more TCP traffic than a traditional TCP stream would
displace. A number of methods [54], [55], [56], [65], [79], [157] were proposed
to study and solve the TCP-fairness problem for the multipath-enabled
protocols.

The congestion control solution for mHIP, which we present further in
this work, is also designed to meet the TCP-friendliness and TCP-fairness
criteria.

2.1.4 Game-Theoretic Approach in Multipath Network Shar-
ing

Game-theoretic frameworks are powerful in describing and analyzing com-
petitive decision problems. Game theory has been used to study various
communication and networking problems including routing, service provi-
sioning, flow-rate controlling by formulating them as either cooperative or
non-cooperative games. The authors of [10] summarized different modelling
and solution concepts of networking games, as well as a number of different
applications in telecommunication technology.

Networking games have been studied in the context of road traffic since
1950, when Wardrop proposed his definition of a stable traffic flow on a
transportation network [155]. Both Wardrop and Nash [111] equilibria are
traditionally used to give an idea of fair resource sharing between play-
ers [26], [39], [104]. However, they do not optimize social costs of the
system. In 1999 the concept of the price of anarchy was proposed by Kout-
soupias and Papadimitriou to solve this problem. In [89] network routing
was modelled as a non-cooperative game and the worst-case ratio of the
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social welfare, achieved by a Nash equilibrium and by a socially optimal
set of strategies. This concept has recently received considerable attention
and is widely used to quantify the degradation in network performance due
to unregulated traffic [103], [132].

In the conventional TCP/IP networking [141] multiple users share com-
munication links and buffering capabilities of the network routers. When
users do not cooperate and do not respect the protocol rules, it is possible
that unfair or unstable behaviours emerge in the system. This problem of
the TCP protocol has already been addressed in the networking literature
using a game-theoretic perspective. For example, Nagle [110] and Garg
et al. [40] proposed solutions based on creating incentive structures in the
systems that discourage evil behaviour and show the potential applications
of Game Theory within the problem of congestion control and routing in
packet networks.

An excellent analysis of TCP behaviour in the context of Game The-
ory has been proposed by Akella et al. [7]. In this work, a combination of
analyses and simulations is carried out in an attempt to characterize the
performance of TCP in the presence of selfish users. Our results for multi-
path networks presented in this work agree with the main conclusions for
the traditional unipath networks from [7]: when the users use TCP New
Reno loss-recovery [37] in combination with drop-tail queue management
the equilibrium strategies of the users are quite efficient for fair resource
allocation.

Later P. Key et al. constructed a series of game-theoretical models to
analyse the performance and benefits of implementing multipath routing
and proposed several congestion control mechanisms aiming to optimize
fairness in the multipath-enabled networks [17], [82], [83], [102].

Nash and Wardrop Equilibria

Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) be the user’s strategy profile. For the original
profile x the new profile (x−i, x

′
i) = (x1, . . . , xi−1, x

′
i, xi+1, . . . , xn), where

the user i changes his strategy from xi to x′i and all other users keep their
strategies the same as in x.

Function PCi(x) defines the individual costs of i-th user. Each user i
tries to minimize his individual costs fie(x): PCi(x) = max

e:xie>0
fie(x).

Definitions

A strategy profile x is a Nash equilibrium iff for each user i for any profile
x′ = (x−i, x

′
i) holds PCi(x) ≤ PCi(x

′).
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A strategy profile x is a Wardrop equilibrium iff for each i:
if xie > 0 then fie(x) = min

l
fil(x) = λi and if xie = 0 then fie(x) ≥ λi.

Nash and Wardrop equilibria definitions are not always equivalent. It
depends on the type of traffic delay functions defined in the model.

Properties

In Publication III we utilize the following well known properties of the Nash
and Wardrop equilibria:

Property 1. If the strategy profile x is a Wardrop equilibrium then x is a
Nash equilibrium.

Property 2. If all delay functions fe(x) in the model are strictly increasing
by all xie then in this model any Nash equilibrium is a Wardrop equilibrium.

Property 2 means that it is always possible to redistribute some small
user’s traffic amount from any of routes to the less loaded routes in order
to decrease traffic delay on this route for this user.

The Price of Anarchy

A strategy profile x is a social optimum if it provides a minimum of
social costs by all the profiles. The social costs function is not convex, and
its local minimum can differ from the the global optimum. But we can try
to obtain some stationary points and check their optimality.

Price of Anarchy is a ratio of equilibrium social costs in the worst-case
equilibrium and optimal social costs

PoA(Γ) = max
x is an equilibrium

SC(x)

SCopt
.

Here the social optimum SCopt is a solution of a minimization problem

SC(x) → min
x is a strategy profile

The value is the same for any Wardrop equilibrium providing the Price of
Anarchy cannot be infinite.
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2.2 Real-time Multimedia Data Transmission

Efficient and reliable transport of multimedia content is a critical issue of
today’s IP network design. The amount of this traffic type highly increased
in the last years and it continues to grow [27]. But not only typical mul-
timedia traffic originated by web platforms like Youtube is dominating the
IP-based world. Today Internet video occupies 50 percent of consumer
Internet traffic, and will reach 62 percent by the end of 2015 [27].

Furthermore, it is expected that popular content is streamed not just to
a single user, but to multiple users attempting to access the same content at
the same time in the form of multicast or broadcast - point to multipoint (p-
t-m) services, which target simultaneous distribution of multimedia content
to many interested users.

Today’s approaches to cope with this development are manifold.

2.2.1 Internet Video Multicasting and Broacasting

Peer-to-peer(P2P) [19], [135] networking turns out to be a good distribu-
tion approach for content valuable for a wide audience. Due to the ag-
nostic overlay construction process, triggered by the users themselves, the
ISPs lose control of the network transmissions and suffer from loss of rev-
enue [6]. Other shortcomings are the highly heterogeneous consumer access
bandwidth and high churn rates. The recently proposed Proactive Network
Provider Participation for P2P (P4P networks) [159] try to overcome some
of these drawbacks by introducing interaction between P2P networks and
the network topologies but they also suffer from the aforementioned basic
P2P challenges [109]. Another suitable approach to handle the increas-
ing amount of data volumes are Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) [20].
Hereby, a cluster of surrogate servers, which are distributed across the net-
work, is used to store copies of the original content in order to increase
content delivery quality, speed and reliability [120]. CDN challenges are
synchronization and updating the cached content within the delivery net-
work. An approach that basically tries to combine broadband IP communi-
cation and broadcasting is Dynamic Broadcast [127]. Thereby, broadcasters
can offer additional services over broadband connections to satisfy the con-
sumer’s needs. As a consequence, it will be possible to shift more content
to the broadband which helps to save costs, especially if the audience is
fairly small. This approach is currently influencing the Hybrid Broadcast
Broadband TV standardization process [2]. Furthermore, in [108] the au-
thors focus on broadcasting augmentation data for GPS, especially on the
distribution of such data via IP datacasting.
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2.2.2 Adaptive Hybrid Error Correction (AHEC)

A quickly growing interest in the real-time streaming and interactive ap-
plications leads to a higher stress on the networks. New transmission ap-
proaches have to be investigated to prevent the Future Media Internet from
being impaired by non-essential traffic. Owing to error-prone network seg-
ments the use of new error-correction schemes are also required, e.g. hybrid
error correction frameworks [148].

As it is well known, there are two basic categories of Erasure Error Re-
covery (EER) techniques: Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) and Forward
Error Correction (FEC) erasure coding [64]. The integrated FEC / ARQ
schemes are referred to as Hybrid Error Correction (HEC) schemes. Several
studies indicate that HEC schemes are much more efficient for recovering
missing packets for multicast services than the schemes with either FEC or
ARQ alone [33]. Using ARQ and Packet Repetition (PR) techniques, the
authors of [151] developed a HEC-PR scheme for satisfying a certain packet
loss rate (PLR) requirement under strict delay constraints and optimized
its performance.

Later they discovered that better performance can be achieved by com-
bining the HEC-PR with a traditional Type I HARQ scheme [149]. How-
ever, there was still a critical question to answer: Which scheme is optimal
in a real-time media-based multicast scenario with guaranteeing a certain
PLR requirement under strict delay constraints? To address the question
the authors developed a general architecture of the Erasure Error Recovery
(EER) combing all of the HEC schemes mentioned above into the Adap-
tive Hybrid Error Correction (AHEC) scheme [148]. Through optimizing
the general architecture under strict delay constraints, the total needed
Redundancy Information (RI) is minimized by choosing the best scheme
automatically among the entire schemes included in the architecture.

The AHEC scheme was developed with the assumption of the Gilbert-
Elliott (GE) erasure channel, basing on the studies [34], [42] showing that
the simplified GE model is a very good approximation for the packet loss
model in a wireless channel [84], [147]. AHEC operates according to the
Predictable Reliability under Predictable Delay (PRPD) paradigm: based
on a statistical channel model it adds the optimal amount of redundant
information to meet the desired residual packet loss rate within the limited
time constraint. The flexible combination of limited packet retransmis-
sions issued by negative feedback and adaptive, packet-oriented FEC spans
a large parameter space with few feasible configurations: the number of
retransmission rounds and the FEC block length share the overall time
budget.
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Furthermore, Tan et al. optimized the performance of the AHEC
scheme for DVB services over wireless home networks [151]. The authors
analysed the needed redundancy information for the HEC-PR and HEC-RS
cases of the general AHEC frameworks and showed how to minimize the RI
value in multicasting scenarios with small group sizes (about 7 receivers).
Later in [148] they noticed that in the general AHEC architecture, redun-
dancy grows quickly with the increase of the group size if the size of the
group is small (less than 20 receivers), but if the size of the group is large
enough, the total needed redundancy will increase very slightly with the
increase of the group size. They concluded that the AHEC scheme can be
suitable for the multicast scenarios with large groups.

Previous work considered only limited multicast topologies with small
groups of multicast receivers connected directly to the source. In the thesis
we extend the multicast scenario to the more realistic Internet tree structure
and study how to optimize AHEC for a wider range of multimedia multicast
applications and bigger groups.

2.2.3 Redundancy Information

Further we review the definition and formulas for redundancy calculation,
according to the framework provided in [151], which we use throughout our
work described in Publications IV and V.

Definition

Redundancy information (RI) is the controlled redundancy added by the
channel encoder and required to protect the receiver from any errors during
data transmission.

In the general AHEC framework [150] the redundancy information con-
sists of two parts. One part, denoted by r, is delivered with the main
data block during the first transmission and it is produced by the FEC
component of AHEC. The overall transmitted block length is calculated as
n = k + r for the data size of k and the redundancy amount of r. The
second part of the total redundancy is the data, which restores lost packets
after retransmissions. The number of retransmissions available is limited
by the delay budget, which is left after the first transmission.

In this current work we focus on optimizing the second part of re-
dundancy information produced by retransmissions, since optimization of
FEC with hierarchical tree structures was already addressed in the related
work [129], [134], [158].
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Notation

RIHEC - redundancy information introduced into the network by AHEC;
Ptarget, Dtarget - packet loss rate and delay requirements;
RTTi, Pi - characteristics of the link;
RTTe2e, Pe2e - characteristics of the end-to-end path between the source
and receiver;
Ts - average interval between two continuous data packets;
NT - the maximum possible number of transmissions for each data packet;
Nrr - the maximum possible number of retransmission rounds for each data
packet;
Ñrr = min(Nrr, NT ) - maximum allowable number of retransmissions (prac-
tical);
N q - the number of transmissions of each missing data packet during q-th
retransmission round;

Formulas for the RIHEC calculation

The authors of [151] proposed the following formulas for calculation of the
HEC redundancy information, which we use further in Publication IV and
Section 3.4.3 of this thesis:

RTTe2e =
∑N

i=1RTTi; Pe2e = 1−∏N
i=1(1− Pi)

NT = � log(Ptarget)
log(Pe2e)

�; Nrr = �Dtarget−RTTe2e
2

−(NT−1)∗Ts

RTTe2e+Ts
	

RIHEC =
Ñrr∑
q=1

N qPHEC(q − 1), where P q−1
HEC = P

q−1∑
q=0

Nq

e2e

The goal is to minimize the total needed redundancy information by
optimizing the number of retransmission rounds needed to provide Ptarget

without Dtarget violation:

RIoptHEC = argminRIHEC , s.t. 1 ≤ Ñrr ≤ Nrr
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2.2.4 Multicast Data Dissemination

IP multicast [29],[30],[61] was first proposed more than two decades ago,
as an efficient solution for dissemination of the same data from a single
source to multiple receivers. It was deployed experimentally [119] but never
adopted in any significant way by service providers. The failure of multi-
cast [31] to achieve wide-spread can be explained by several technical and
economic factors, including complexity of the multicast network manage-
ment and uncertainty in how to appropriately charge for the service in the
case when sources and receivers belong to different domains. As a result,
for many years multicast was implemented only locally within the service
providers’ networks supporting IPTV [146] and conferencing applications,
and also deployed in enterprise networks [76], where the aforementioned
issues are mitigated.

Due to its unquestionable capability to significantly reduce network
load, multicast remains the most studied research problem in computer net-
working [121]. According to [72] the main challenge in efficient information-
centric network (ICN) design is how to build a multicast infrastructure that
can scale to the general Internet and tolerate its failure modes while achiev-
ing both low latency and efficient use of resources. In topic-based ICNs, the
number of topics is large while each topic may have only a few receivers [97].
IP multicast and application level multicast have scalability and efficiency
limitations under such conditions. In IP multicast the amount of routing
state is proportional to the number of multicast groups. To address this
issue several multicast routing and forwarding proposals [70], [72], [130],
[161], introduced the idea of using Bloom filters (BF ) [16] in packet head-
ers. This way the intermediate routers are purged from the burden of
keeping states, leaving space for scalability improvement.

Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) has emerged as a new delivery
method for TV [22]. In contrast with native broadcast in the traditional
cable and satellite TV system, video streams in IPTV are encoded in IP
packets and distributed using IP multicast or unicast. IPTV has an ad-
vantage over satellite, terrestrial or cable TV because it has an embedded
return channel, which enables a service provider to add more interactivity.
Another advantage is that the service provider can combine TV, phone and
Internet access into one network, which would decrease the deployment cost
significantly.

Wireless 802.11 networks, typically used as the last hop of an IPTV net-
work, would add mobility, which is of great value for hot-spot deployment
and is often required for in-home content distribution. However, wireless
channels are typically unreliable, they suffer from interference and multi-
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path fading, which cause packet bursts, losses and finally contribute to the
degradation of the quality of users’ experience. Multimedia Broadcast Mul-
ticast Service (MBMS), the point-to-multipoint feature, has been specified
by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) in order to meet the
increasing demands of multimedia download and streaming applications in
mobile scenarios [5]. To overcome the low reliability of wireless networks,
several proposals of additional error correction schemes have been consid-
ered [145]. As a suitable trade-off between easy dissemination and suffi-
cient performance 3GPP introduced application layer FEC using Raptor
Codes [41] as an additional means to provide reliability. H.264/AVC [60]
is integrated into MBMS for encoding of broadcast applications.

An alternative design for IPTV multicast over wireless LAN using the
Merged Hybrid Adaptive FEC and ARG (MHARQ) was proposed in [101].
MHARQ combines the advantages of receiver-driven staggered FEC and
hybrid ARQ schemes to compensate the large dynamic range of WLAN
channels and to achieve high reliability, scalability and wireless bandwidth
efficiency for video multicast. The authors proposed a channel estimation
algorithm for a receiver to dynamically determine the delayed FEC multi-
cast groups to join and/or send ARQ NACK to request for retransmission.

2.2.5 Scalability of Multicast Trees

The idea of optimizing performance of an error correction scheme by using
a hierarchical tree structure was first introduced by Radha and Wu in [129]
and [158]. They developed a recursively optimal scheme for the placement
of a given number of network-embedded FEC codecs within a randomly
generated multicast tree with known link loss rates.

Shan et al. proposed in [134] an overlay multi-hop FEC (OM-FEC)
scheme that provides FEC encoding and decoding capabilities at the in-
termediate nodes in the overlay path. Based on the network conditions,
the end-to-end overlay path is dynamically partitioned into segments and
appropriate FEC codes are applied over those segments.

Kopparty et al. [87] and Paul et al. [122] introduced the idea of op-
timizing the lengths of retransmission rounds in the design of transport
multicast protocols (SplitTCP and RMTP), by allowing buffering at some
intermediate nodes.

Scalability of the multicast dissemination trees controlled by the hy-
brid error correction has never been addressed before, to the best of our
knowledge. Later in this work we present a scalable multicast multistage ar-
chitecture aiming at optimizing performance of the AHEC scheme in order
to serve predictable reliability for the needs of multimedia applications.
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2.2.6 Topological Characteristics of Network Nodes

In Publication V we introduce multi-purpose relay nodes called Media-
tors into several positions within the tree networks typical for multicasting
and broadcasting scenarios. We are utilizing the error-correction domain
separation paradigm [75] in combination with selective insertion of the sup-
plementary data from parallel networks, when the corresponding content is
available.

The Mediator location assignment process is highly important since it
determines where the actual error-correction takes place or where additional
data is injected from the parallel networks. In the following the basic ideas
of how to select suitable Mediator locations within the data dissemination
network basing on the underlying network topology are presented.

Potential positions for the Mediator nodes could be identified using the
topological characteristics of the network nodes, such as the (weighted)
degree, centrality or betweenness of individual network nodes [118]:

Degree. The basic factor to determine how many adjacencies the node
has is its degree. Obviously, the higher the degree the more connections
to other node are available. This may lead to a definite occurrence in
distribution tree structures. Thus, the degree of node ni with adjacency
matrix xij is defined as

degree(i) =

N∑
j

xij

where N represents the total number of nodes.
Closeness. Incorporating shortest-path measurements in the network

leads to the closeness metric. Thereby, it is assumed that a larger path
introduces more costs for interaction. The longer the paths to the other
nodes, the smaller the metric value. The inverse of the sum of distances
from one node ni to all others is defined as the closeness centrality metric:

closeness(i) =

⎡
⎣ N∑

j

d(i, j)

⎤
⎦
−1

where d(i, j) represents the distance between two nodes ni and nj in terms
of hops, and N again reflects the total number of nodes.

Betweenness. Combining the number of shortest paths between any
two nodes and the number of these shortest paths that pass a node ni leads
to the betweenness metric. Again, the more paths exploit this node, the
higher the metric value. Let spjk represent the total number of shortest
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paths in terms of hops and spjk(i) denote the number of paths passing node
ni, it holds for the betweenness metric:

betweenness(i) =
spjk(i)

spjk

Obviously, this list is not exhaustive and can be extended by more
characteristics from graph theory or traffic engineering.

2.2.7 Optimal Positioning of the Special Network Nodes

Further we review several assignment algorithms, which could be applied
for optimization of the Mediator nodes positioning.

Li et al. [95] proposed an algorithm for finding the optimal placement
of M web proxies among N potential sites under a given traffic pattern.
The algorithm obtains the optimal solution for the tree topology using
O(N3M2) time. It works for the scenarios where the clients can request
data only from the parent, but not sibling proxy. This model is applicable
for the multicast multimedia data transmission within the tree dissemina-
tion networks as well.

For the general graph topologies a web server replicas placement model
was proposed in Qiu et al. [127]. The authors formulated the problem as
Minimum K-Median Problem, which is known to be NP-hard, and ana-
lyzed several approximation algorithms. They showed that a simple greedy
approach, where the optimal locations for web replicas are chosen one by
one according to the associated costs until M is reached, performs the best
with the median performance within the factor 1.1-1.5 of optimal.

In Publication IV we proposed a control node assignment algorithm,
which finds the optimal number of error-correcting relays and their rec-
ommended placements within the multicast dissemination tree topologies
in O(NlogN) time. The objective is to optimize redundancy information
introduced into the network when HEC is applied. This algorithm is di-
rectly applicable for Mediator nodes location when they perform in the
error-correcting relay mode, as described in Publication V.



Chapter 3

Summary of the results

In this chapter we summarise our results published in the journals and
conference proceedings. More detailed analysis of the results is presented
in the corresponding publications attached at the end of the thesis.

3.1 Multipath HIP

In Publication I we design an extension for Host Identity Protocol (mHIP),
and propose a multipath data scheduling solution on a wedge-layer between
IP and transport as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Position of mHIP in the TCP/IP stack.

Compared to the most relevant multipath transport layer proposals (e.g.
[13], [67]) multipath HIP (mHIP) has multiple advantages. HIP multihom-
ing feature automatically provides multiaddressing support for HIP-enabled
hosts and explores path diversity. mHIP naturally solves the tasks which

27
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are challenging for any multipath design. These include providing end-to-
end security for each individual multipath flow, facilitating the ability to
traverse NATs and middleboxes, as well as mobility support, which are
inherited from the standard HIP protocol implementation.

We take a different approach compared to the extending transport pro-
tocols. Since multipath functionality requires proper security mechanisms
to avoid accepting packets from spoofed IP addresses, it is logical to imple-
ment it on the HIP [105] layer. HIP shields the presence of multiple paths
from transport and application layers, presenting only the identity of the
peer host, a Host Identity Tag (HIT). Therefore, all multipath functionality
must be located below the HIP layer as the upper protocol layers only see
a single path through HIT.

3.1.1 Multipath Data Scheduler

The scheduler located below the HIP protocol maintains an estimate of each
path parameters, including the congestion window, retransmission timer,
and MTU. It spreads packets from TCP connections over available paths
proportionally to their capacity.

According to the resource pooling principle specified in [156] ideally
the overall throughput is the sum of all link bandwidths. Since TCP or
SCTP at the transport layer can not robustly differentiate between packet
reordering and packet loss, the scheduler must minimize reordering at the
receiver.

We formulate the multipath scheduling problem as an online optimiza-
tion problem; and propose a variation of the Fastest Path First scheduling
suggested in the paper [45], which is also referred to as the Earliest Delivery
Path First in [23] and has the property of eliminating reordering fully in
case if all the packets are of the same size. For each arriving packet p the
expected delivery time tpi if sent to route i is to be estimated. Then the
packet is sent to the path with the minimum value of tpi. We calculate the
expected delivery time for each packet according to Algorithm 1.

If several paths share the value of the estimated delivery time for a
packet, we choose a path with the earliest expected arrival time of the last
packet sent on this path. If the tie still exists, the path with the smallest
sequence number of the last packet sent to the path is chosen.

Complexity considerations

The number of operations that the algorithm performs per packet depends
only on the number n of disjoint paths available and is constant when n is
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Algorithm 1 Multipath data scheduling algorithm

if tnow < tfreei then
tpi ← tfreei +Di + S/Bi {route i is busy}
tfreei ← tfreei + S/Bi

else
tpi ← tnow +Di + S/Bi {route i is free}
tfreei ← tnow + S/Bi

end if
tfreei keeps the information about the availability of the path i,
tnow - current wall-clock time.

fixed. Spacial complexity is linear in the flight size - the number of packets
which have been sent but not yet acknowledged. One integer space per
packet is used to store packet-to-path assignment in the one-dimensional
array and is released after successful arrival of the packet.

3.1.2 mHIP Linux Implementation

To accomplish our prototype we used a Linux-based implementation of
HIP (HIPL [1]). mHIP adds support for (i) maintaining multiple security
associations for the pair of communicating peers, (ii) periodic path probing,
and (iii) multipath scheduler in userspace implementation IPSec to perform
multipath routing.

Connection establishment

As we have reviewed in Section 2.1.1, any HIP-enabled host triggers a
Base Exchange (BEX) procedure for each newly created transport layer
connection if no security associations existed previously between the two
peers. The result of such a handshake is an IPsec tunnel between the two
communicating peers and all subsequent transport layer traffic is to be
carried inside this tunnel. HIP uses a 3-way update mechanism to notify
the responder about any changes in network interfaces.

Consider that host A and host B established an IPSec tunnel using HIP
BEX. If host A changes its IP address, e.g., due to moving to a different
network, it will trigger a 3-way handshake with host B and replace the
existing IPSec tunnel with a new one that will correspond to a new IP
address of A. Our multipath extension uses the procedure described above
with one important modification: if host A adds a new interface it will
update host B using a similar mechanism, but instead of replacing the
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existing IPSec tunnel with a new one, hosts A and B will add it as a
second tunnel such that two will co-exist.

If host A is multihomed, there will be multiple IPSec tunnels between
A and B. This is not a part of standard IPSec and we have found it rather
non-trivial to introduce the required changes to Linux kernel IPSec imple-
mentation. Instead, we have used a userspace IPSec to implement support
for multiple security associations (or IPSec tunnels) between two peers,
periodic tunnel probing (to measure delay and available bandwidth) and
a multipath data scheduler. This userspace IPSec is a part of the HIPL
project and has similar functionality as its kernel version. Figure 3.2 illus-
trates the relationship and interaction between the application, the probing
mechanism residing in the HIP daemon and the multipath scheduler resid-
ing in the IPSec daemon.

Figure 3.2: Scheduler operation.

Path probing

Once hosts A and B have established security associations, mHIP starts
sending periodic probing packets to measure available bandwidth and delay
(in our prototype, measurements are done in both directions from A to B
and vice versa to address the paths asymmetry problem). The probing
packets are carried inside HIP signalling packets, which we call periodic
heartbeat probes.

We calculate smoothed round trip time (RTT) to measure delays and
packet pair [137] to estimate the available bandwidth. At the receiver we
measure the dispersion or inter-arrival time for the packet pair immedi-
ately after receiving it from the particular path. It then sends a response
to the sender using the same path from which the request has arrived.
The response packet, a special type of HIP packet, contains: (i) packet
pair dispersion, (ii) the second packet’s transmission timestamp, and (iii)
processing delay occurring on the receiver. While the information in (i)
allows the sender to estimate the available path capacity using packet pair
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bandwidth estimation; (ii) and (iii) are used to infer RTT. These measure-
ment results are then used by the sender to update the particular security
association with fresh path statistics.

Data scheduling

The multipath data scheduler begins its operation when a user datagram
becomes available from, e.g., the transport layer. The mHIP scheduler
resides inside the userspace IPSec. It intercepts the calls to a function
that retrieves the security associations by a given HIT pair. And thus,
the scheduler uses the source and destination IPv6 (named Host Identity
Tag, or HIT) addresses to identify available security associations. For each
obtained security association the scheduler calculates the estimated delivery
time as if the packet would have been forwarded into the given tunnel,
and makes the scheduling decision according to the multipath scheduling
algorithm described above. The forwarding decision then corresponds to
a security association (SA), i, with the minimal estimated arrival time.
Once the best SA record is selected, the IPSec layer queues the packet to
the appropriate interface.

Security considerations

Designed for secure identification of two peers in the network, HIP provides
several fundamental security properties: first, it allows to identify commu-
nicating peers, including peer authentication during mobility events; sec-
ond, it reduces the possibilities for denial of service (DoS) attacks using
a cryptographic puzzle mechanism; and third, it diminishes the possibil-
ity for a number of attacks on the IP layer such as IP address spoofing.
All these properties have a special importance for securing multipath TCP
communication. To name just a few aspects, HIP protects the transport
layer from injections of TCP reset packets and also helps to secure mobility
updates. We note that none of these features are seamlessly available to
other multipath protocols such as MPTCP.

3.1.3 Some Experimental Results

First we simulated the operation of the multipath scheduler in the ideal net-
work to place a limit on the best performance which is possible to achieve
by using multiple paths simultaneously. The simulations were performed
using the publicly available ns-2 simulator [3]. We evaluated the perfor-
mance of our algorithm implemented on two simple network topologies
with two and three available paths between one source-destination pair. In
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Figure 3.3: Total goodput of the ideal two-path system.

the ideal system characteristics of the paths are stable with no packet losses
or cross-traffic interruptions.

We measure goodput, which is the application-level throughput, the
amount of data per unit of time delivered by the network from source to
destination, excluding protocol overhead and retransmitted packets.

As shown in Figure 3.3 the increase of the goodput is almost linear
provided by the increase of the total bandwidth. The resulting goodput
values are compared to the sums of the goodputs of two corresponding
unipath systems. The result of the comparison confirms that the two-path
system produces about 99% of the sum of the two single path bandwidths.

In the ideal system no reordering occurs at the receiver during the
simulation period. This observation confirms applicability and effectiveness
of the proposed multipath scheduling algorithm.

Experiments in real networks

In what follows we present the results of our first experiments in the real
networks. It should be noticed that neither these results nor mHIP imple-
mentation details have yet been published. The author chose to present
these results here in order to confirm feasibility and viability of the pro-
posed multipath design ideas and outline future work directions.

We conducted a series of experiments in real networks with the mHIP
prototype implemented on both communicated hosts, one of which is mul-
tihomed. First we connected the hosts using two Ethernet links (wired
links), then in the next experiment one of the paths was replaced by a
Wifi connection (a single radio interface connected to a 802.11b Wifi access
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Figure 3.4: Goodput comparison results for three scenarios with different
path types.

point), and finally we conducted a similar experiment with the two Wifi
paths (both connected to different 802.11n wireless routers (operated on
non-overlapping channels)). Figure 3.4 presents the resulting goodput for
five experimental scenarios: with all the traffic sent to a unipath network
with a single Ethernet or Wifi link, and to the multipath networks with dif-
ferent combinations of these link types. All the experiments were repeated
50 times, and the median values and deviations are illustrated in the figure.

It was not surprising that the scenario with two stable wired links
showed the best performance, and the multipath network doubled the good-
put of the unipath systems, confirming correctness and applicability of our
scheme for wired networks. In the second scenario, where the combination
of wireless and wired paths was used, the multipath scheme also demon-
strated a noticeable performance improvement: the median for multipath
was higher than the maximum for any of the single paths, though the
desired performance increase was not stable and varied significantly for dif-
ferent trials. And of course, the most tricky part was the last experiment
with two wireless links, where we observed significant variation of the re-
sults, with the average goodput still exceeding the goodputs of the single
paths.
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Figure 3.5: Multipath data scheduling with mHIP within the two-path
network in the presence of cross-traffic.

Experiments with cross-traffic and losses

The following experiments required the presence of a third node in the
network, which generated cross-traffic at a certain bit rate in the direction
from the multihomed node towards the cross-traffic receiver. This setup
allowed us to congest, in a controlled way, the downlink of one of the paths.

The results illustrated in Figure 3.5, demonstrate how the multipath
scheduler redistributes the flows between paths when cross-traffic adds ad-
ditional delay on one of the paths. When one of the paths experiences
a cross-traffic presence, the scheduler sends the data flow towards the less
congested path. Moreover, to decrease the packet reordering and utilize the
links more efficiently, in the situations with severe congestion and losses the
scheduler may temporarily stop sending the packets into the congested path
until the path characteristics become stable.

From the results of our initial experimentation we conclude that the
proposed design may not be applicable as an out-of-the-box solution for
wireless network scenarios. Additional modifications and parameter tuning
is required in order to achieve the maximum performance of the multipath
system. However, even with current implementation a multihomed node
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can benefit, when the goal is to increase reliability and robustness to a
congestion situation in the wireless network scenario. Later we applied
multiple adjustments to our prototype including a receiver buffer with loss
differentiation, congestion control and avoidance and more. We continue
working on the performance improvement of the mHIP implementation.

3.2 Improving TCP-friendliness and Fairness for
mHIP

In Publication II we propose a TCP-friendly congestion control scheme for
mHIP secure multipath scheduling solution. We enable two-level control
over aggressiveness of the multipath flows to prevent stealing bandwidth
from the traditional transport connections in the shared bottleneck. We
demonstrate how to achieve a desired level of friendliness at the expense of
inessential performance degradation. A series of simulations verifies that
mHIP meets the criteria of TCP-compatibility, TCP-equivalence and TCP-
equal share, preserving friendliness to UDP and other mHIP traffic. Ad-
ditionally we show that the proposed congestion control scheme improves
TCP-fairness of mHIP.

3.2.1 Two-level Congestion Control for mHIP

We want our mHIP connections to coexist with other traffic providing op-
portunities for all to progress satisfactorily. To limit aggressiveness of the
flow growth we propose the following two-level congestion control scheme:
a combination of a per-path AIMD and TCP global stream congestion con-
trol on top of it. Additionally, we introduce a sender-side buffer to provide
better control on the packet sequence in congestion situations.

The proposed congestion control scheme is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The
global congestion controller coordinates the work of the individual per-path
controllers and balances the traffic load between the paths according to their
available capacity. If the cwnd capacity of the quickest path is exceeded,
the path with the next minimum estimated arrival time is chosen.

An important property of the proposed scheme is that per-path con-
trollers are connected so that the aggregated congestion window is a simple
sum of per-flow congestion windows. The same rule applies to the threshold
values. Connecting per-path congestion control parameters in such a way
we guarantee the resulting multipath bundle behaves as a single TCP if all
packets are sent to the same path.

It should be noted that the congestion control parameters of the global
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Figure 3.6: Two-level multipath congestion control for mHIP.

TCP flow differs from the standard TCP New Reno only in the way the
congestion control window grows and decreases (AIMD parameters): the
increase of the global cwnd is now dictated by the cumulative increase of the
per-flow congestion windows and the reaction on losses (dupack action) has
changed so that the global cwnd is not divided by half, but only the window
corresponding to the path from which the packet was lost, is decreasing.

3.2.2 Balancing between Aggressiveness and Responsiveness

Our first simulation experiments (described in Publication II) with the
proposed congestion control scheme demonstrated the fact that the mHIP
flow behaves too leniently when it competes against a standard TCP in a
shared link, and is not able to occupy available bandwidth effectively.

We discovered that the problem is in the inability of the mHIP receiver
to differentiate between the reordering signals and actual packet losses. In
response to the congestion the mHIP scheduler halves the congestion win-
dow of the corresponding path, reducing the aggressiveness of the traffic
flow. This precaution could be too strict in case when the missing sequence
numbers are not lost but just slightly delayed in competition with the ex-
ternal flows.

To cope with the problem we propose to increase the dupthresh value
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Figure 3.7: mHIP flow 1 coexists in a friendly manner with a TCP New
Reno flow.

and introduce a new time variable ADDR (allowable delay due to reorder-
ing), which stores how much time has elapsed since the congestion situation
in some path was reported. If the missing sequence number arrives success-
fully during ADDR, cwnd and ssthresh of the path should be returned to
the values prior to the congestion notification.

Additionally, we locate a sufficiently large buffer at the receiver and in-
clude the SACK [69] together with SMART options [81] into our multipath
congestion control scheme.

3.2.3 Experimental Validation

Below we provide the final experimental validation of the effectiveness of
the proposed modifications to the mHIP congestion control.

TCP-friendliness

Figure 3.7 illustrates how both mHIP and TCP flows competing for a 8
Mbps bandwidth of a shared link are able to achieve comparable average
throughputs of T (mHIP1) = 3.80 Mbps and T (TCP ) = 3.71 Mbps with

the friendliness factor FF = T (mHIP1)
T (TCP ) = 1.02. The competition demon-

strated high variation about the average during a short stabilization phase.
This unfairness is rather moderate and can be tolerated as long as the flows
quickly achieve stability and later coexist in a friendly manner.
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Figure 3.8: Testing TCP-compatibility and equivalence of mHIP.

TCP-compatibility and TCP-equivalence

Figure 3.8 shows that the mHIP flow occupies no more available bandwidth
than a TCP flow sent to the same path making it TCP-compatible. More-
over, mHIP achieves the same average flow throughput of 7.8 Mbps as TCP
in the steady state and thus meets the criteria of TCP-equivalence.

TCP-fairness in the shared bottlenecks

A flow is TCP-fair if its arrival rate does not exceed the rate of a conformant
TCP connection in the same circumstances. Put another way, a TCP-fair
flow sharing a bottleneck link with N other flows should receive less than
or equal to 1/(N + 1) of the available bandwidth.

Multiple experiments with various path characteristics confirmed that
mHIP flows inside one TCP connection share available bandwidth mostly
fairly and is still friendly to the external TCP flow. The observed friendli-
ness factor lies within the interval [0.95, 1.03]. A typical example of such a
bandwidth distribution is shown in Figure 3.9. The mHIP bundle behaves
almost as a standard TCP when all of its flows occasionally meet in one
link. This result confirms that after we improved the congestion control
scheme and limited the increase of the global TCP congestion window, our
mHIP solution also meets the TCP-fairness criterion.
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Figure 3.9: Three mHIP flows from one connection compete against one
TCP NewReno for the bottleneck bandwidth.

The cost of friendliness

We achieved the desired level of TCP-friendliness for our multipath HIP
solution and would like to evaluate the cost in terms of performance degra-
dation paid for this improvement.

We compared the total throughput TT of the traffic flow controlled by
multipath HIP with and without the two-level congestion control scheme
applied. A number of experiments with different network conditions showed
that the desired TCP-friendliness can be achieved at the cost of about 15-
20% performance degradation.

3.3 Game-theoretic Approach in Multipath Net-
work Sharing

In Publication III we apply game-theoretic analytical modelling to solve
the fair resource allocation problem. We investigate how the multihomed
multipath-enabled hosts coexist in the same network, and attempt to an-
swer the following questions: Do the multiple multipath-enabled users with
selfish objectives each exploiting similar scheduling techniques share the
multipath network fairly? Is such a network sharing optimal or does is
need to be improved by applying some global congestion controllers on a
higher level?
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3.3.1 Multiuser Multipath Network Routing
Game

First we formulate the problem as a non-cooperative static routing game
and construct a Wardrop equilibrium model with splittable traffic. The
amount of flow to route through the network is a variable whose value is
set optimally, simultaneously with the routes, as a function of network char-
acteristics and the users demand. Minimization of the end-to-end traffic
delay for each user is the criterion of optimality.

The problem is modelled as the game Γ = 〈n,m,w, f〉, where n users
send their TCP traffic through m parallel routes from the source S to
destination D as shown in Figure 3.10.

Path 1

Path 2

Path m

…

Player 1

Player 2

Player 3

Player n

TCP 1

S DTCP 3

TCP 2

TCP n

Figure 3.10: Multiuser multipath network model.

Each user of the network is multihomed, which gives him the ability
to deliver his traffic along multiple paths simultaneously. The global TCP
congestion window grows and shrinks according to the TCP New Reno
AIMD (additive increase multiplicative decrease) policy. The change in
the window size, which occurs when a new acknowledgement message is
received by the source from the receiver, represents a step in the decision-
making process. At each step a user makes identical decisions on how to
split the given amount wi of his TCP traffic flow among the available paths.

The users act selfishly and choose routes to minimize their maximal
traffic delay. A user’s i strategy is xi = {xie ≥ 0}, where xie is the traffic
amount that he sends on the path e so that

∑m
e=1 xie = wi. Then x =

(x1, . . . , xn) is the strategy profile. Denote for the original profile x the
new profile (x−i, x

′
i) = (x1, . . . , xi−1, x

′
i, xi+1, . . . , xn) where user i changes

his strategy from xi to x′i and all other users keep their strategies the same.

Each path e has some characteristics, which depend on the end-to-
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…
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S DTCP 3
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end path parameters, such as propagation delay De and bottleneck link
bandwidth Be. The total load of the path e is a function δe(x) that is
continuous and non-decreasing by xie. A continuous traffic delay function
fie(x) = gie(δe(x)) is defined for each user i and each route e. It is non-
decreasing by the path load and hence by xie.

Function PCi(x) defines the individual i-th user’s costs. Each user i
tries to minimize his individual costs – the maximal traffic delay among
the routes that he uses PCi(x) = max

e:xie>0
fie(x).

Social costs depend on the users’ traffic volume w = (w1, . . . , wn), char-
acteristics of the paths and users’ strategies. Here social costs are the total
traffic delay on the paths of the network [39]:

SC(x) =

n∑
i=1

m∑
e=1

xiefie(x).

3.3.2 Routing Game with Traffic Delay Function

1− e−αeδe(x)

The amount of time needed to traverse a single path of a network is
typically load-dependent, that is, the traffic latency in a path increases
as it becomes more congested. Based on a series of simulations of TCP
traffic with variable path characteristics, we choose a traffic delay function
fie(δ) = 1 − e−αieδ to approximate the dependency between the end-to-
end delay of the TCP traffic controlled by New Reno loss-recovery [37] in
combination with drop-tail queue management, and the total path load δ.
TCP regulates the load by relying on the packet loss and reduces the rate
in response to that. When the path load is large, packet loss on the path
is large too, so it prevents an infinite growth of the delay.

In the model with the traffic delay function fie(x) = 1−e−αieδe(x), where

δe(x) =
n∑

i=1
xie, Nash and Wardrop equilibria are obviously coincident, be-

cause Property 2 (described in Section 2.1.4) holds.

The social costs are SC(x) = W −
n∑

i=1

m∑
e=1

xiee
−αieδe(x), where

W =
∑n

i=1wi – is a total traffic in the network.
We suppose that traffic delay on a path e is the same for each user and

equals fe(x) = 1−e−αeδe(x), resulting in SC(x) = W−∑m
e=1 δe(x)e

−αeδe(x).
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Wardrop Equilibrium

Let a profile x be a user’s profile in a Wardrop equilibrium. By definition
if xie > 0 then fe(x) = min

l
fl(x) = λi and if xie = 0 then fe(x) ≥ λi. Since

traffic delay on the path e is equal for all users, for each i, such that xie > 0,
λi = λ. Delays on the unused routes are equal to zero, that is why in the
Nash equilibrium each path must be used by at least one user. Moreover,
if for some user i on the path e the traffic load is xie = 0, then traffic delay
on this path must not be less than delays on the paths which he uses, i.e.
1− e−αeδe(x) ≥ λ > 0. It means that there is at least one user k, such that
xke > 0, hence the traffic delay on this path is exactly equal to λ. So, in
the Wardrop equilibrium traffic delays on each route equal to λ and for all
e ∈ {1, . . . ,m} holds δe(x) = − ln(1−λ)

αe
.

Summing these expressions by e we get

W = − ln(1− λ)
m∑
e=1

1

αe
, and λ = 1− e

− W
m∑

e=1

1
αe .

Substituting λ into the expression for δe(x) we obtain that in a Wardrop
equilibrium loads are distributed by routes as follows:

n∑
i=1

xie = δe(x) =
W

αe
∑m

e=1
1
αe

for each e ∈ {1, . . . ,m},

According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem, x is a stationary point
if for each user i and each link e, such that xie > 0, holds

∂

∂xie

(
SC(x)−

n∑
i=1

γi

(
m∑
e=1

xie − wi

))
= 0

or e−αeδe(x)(αeδe(x)− 1) = γi.

In equilibrium 1 − e−αeδe(x) = λi for all e, or αeδe(x) = − ln(1 − λi) =
const by e, which satisfies the requirement to be a stationary point, but
the question of its social optimality needs to be investigated more.

Social costs depend on the users’ traffic volume w = (w1, . . . , wn), char-
acteristics of the paths and users’ strategies. However, since ea ≥ 1 + a for
a > 0, we can give a lower estimation LSC(x) for our social costs function:

SC(x) ≥ LSC(x) = W −
m∑
e=1

δe(x)

1 + αeδe(x)
.
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The function LSC(x) is convex, so it has a unique minimum, which is
also global. The stationary point for SC(x) is also a stationary point
for its lower estimation LSC(x). Thus, the minimum for LSC(x) and a
lower estimation for SC(x) is Wardrop equilibrium profile xWE , such that
δe(x

WE) = W
αe

∑m
e=1

1
αe

:

SC(x) ≥ LSC(xWE) = W −∑m
l=1

⎛
⎝ 1

αl

W(∑m
e=1

1
αe

)(
1+αl

W

αl
∑m

e=1
1
αe

)
⎞
⎠

= W −∑m
e=1

1
αe

W(∑m
e=1

1
αe

)(
1+ W

∑m
e=1

1
αe

)

= W − W
1+ W

∑m
e=1

1
αe

= W

(
1− 1

1+ W
∑m

e=1
1
αe

)
.

The Price of Anarchy

Now we can estimate the Price of Anarchy for the game with parallel paths,
defined as a ratio of equilibrium social costs and the optimal social costs.
Obviously its lower bound is 1, since a Wardrop equilibrium can be an
optimal profile. According to the result from the previous subsection we
can give an upper estimation for Price of Anarchy as follows:

PoA(Γ) =
SC(xWE)

SCopt
≤

(
1− e

− W
∑m

e=1
1
αe

)
/

⎛
⎝1− 1

1 + W∑m
e=1

1
αe

⎞
⎠ .

Denote W∑m
e=1

1
αe

as C ≥ 0.

Then,

PoA ≤ (1− e−C)(1 +
1

C
).

This function has one maximum on interval [0;+∞) and its maximal value
is about 1.3, leading to the total latency of each user in the Wardrop equi-
librium not being higher than a small constant times that of a system
optimum.

3.3.3 Experimental Example

Consider the multipath scheduling problem described earlier in Publica-
tion I and in Section 3.1.1 of this thesis. Traffic sent by a user is presented
as a sequence of data packets each of size S located at the sender. m avail-
able paths connect the sender and the receiver, each of which could consist
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of a number of consecutively connected links, with the following end-to-end
path characteristics: De - delay in the path e; Be - bottleneck bandwidth
of the path e. According to the proposed model if a packet is sent to a busy
channel it will arrive to the receiver at the time tfreee + S/Be, where tfreee

indicates the time when this path becomes free after delivering previously
sent packets. If N packets are sent to the same route, the next packet sent
will be delayed by N ∗ S/Be. Here N is roughly the number of packets in
progress, or the current load of the path δe.

According to the multipath scheduling algorithm proposed as an opti-
mal solution to the multipath scheduling problem, the optimal strategy of
the user is to distribute packets among paths according to their capacities.

Now we apply the model to our multipath multiuser routing game with
the only addition that we allow more than one user to use the same network.
We set the parameter of the route αe = S/Be. Then the path load of
each of our users profile in Wardrop equilibrium δe(x) = W∗Be∑m

j=1 Bj
. The

loads are distributed by the routes as
∑n

i=1 xie = δe(x) for each path e ∈
{1, . . . ,m}. The equilibrium strategy for each user in the multiuser game is
to distribute the traffic load among the paths according to their capacities
and it coincides with the optimal strategy proposed for a single user in
Publication I. The result confirms the correctness of our choice of traffic
delay function for approximation of TCP-controlled flows.

We simulated a multipath multiuser game using ns-2 network simula-
tor [3] in order to evaluate the price of anarchy for a chosen setup. Six
multipath TCP agents are attached to the source of the 3-path network
connecting the source and destination nodes. The paths’ bandwidths were
chosen as follows: 8 Mbps (megabit per second), 4 Mbps and 4 Mbps
(16 Mbps network total) with the corresponding propagation delays: 60ms,
60ms and 20ms, which provide diversity in the path parameters. Each user
sends 15 Mbytes of individual TCP traffic (90 Mbytes total). The resulting
traffic delays for each of the six users correspond to their personal costs in
equilibrium and are distributed as follows: 48.84, 47.02, 47.09, 48.23, 46.91,
45.08 s.

We compare the total equilibrium social costs SC(eq) = 48.84 s to the
theoretical optimum, which corresponds to the minimum possible delay of
90 Mbytes traffic in such a network SC(opt) = 45 s. And the price of
anarchy PA = SC(eq)/SC(opt) = 1.082 < 1.3, which is consistent with
the theoretical results presented above.
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3.4 Improving Scalability of Real-time Data Trans-
mission

In Publication IV we design a scalable multicast architecture for poten-
tially large overlay networks. Our techniques address suboptimality of the
adaptive hybrid error correction (AHEC) [148] scheme in the multicast sce-
narios. A hierarchical multi-stage multicast tree topology is constructed in
order to improve performance of AHEC and guarantee QoS for the multi-
cast clients.

Consider a general network G. One node S of the network is the sender.
A set R of nodes are the receiver nodes. Each link in G is characterized
by its round trip time (RTT) and packet loss rate (PLR). We integrate
the parameters of the link into a single number that we call the link’s
cost, which roughly defines the redundancy level required to serve the link.
Based on the costs, we construct the tree T = (V,E) of shortest paths from
the main sender S to all receivers in R.

3.4.1 Control Nodes and Regions

We divide the multicast tree T into subtrees, called regions. The root of the
region is called the control node Cj , which serves the individual redundancy
and retransmission requirements of the receivers within the region.

Region size sj is the longest distance in terms of costs from the control
node to any receiver within this region. It should not exceed the maximum
cost per region: sj ≤ cmax, which defines the ability of control nodes to
serve the receivers of the assigned regions.

Control node functionality

A control node receives data from the source, stores the current in-flight
data in a buffer, decodes the content and forwards data directly to the
end receivers. The control node also retransmits missing data segments
upon request from individual receivers within its region. Furthermore, it
is possible to isolate bad receivers and limit their influence on the nodes
outside of their regions. One control node can control either a large number
of receivers connected to the node through good quality (i.e. low cost) links,
or fewer receivers connected through links with worse quality (i.e. higher
cost), or a combination of different types of receivers.

The overhead of the insertion of control nodes is in fact negligible. The
router assigned to be a control node stores only a small amount of data
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packets in flight to be able to serve retransmission requests from the re-
ceivers. Obviously modern routers possess a sufficient amount of memory
to store several seconds the data from the multicast data stream. The de-
coding times are also small in comparison to the end-to-end paths RTT
values.

3.4.2 Control Nodes Assignment Algorithm

The algorithm finds optimal placements for control nodes needed to serve
all the receivers minimizing the total number of control nodes.

Let us define a receiver Ri to be served if it has a control node Cj within
the distance cmax from it. The control node is called critical if it lies at the
maximum distance from Ri.

The algorithm is scanning through the tree from the leaves up to the
root starting from the most remote receiver. It is consequently checking
whether the condition |Rink| ≤ cmax is satisfied for the current node nk.
If for the following node |Rink+1| > cmax (or if we reached the tree root),
then nk is the critical node for the receiver Ri and nk is assigned to be a
control node Cj . The whole subtree with the root in Cj is assigned to be the
j − th region and is removed from further consideration. The most remote
receiver is to be found in the rest of the tree and the scanning repeats. The
procedure stops when each receiver of the original multicast tree is served.
A pseudo code of this algorithm is provided in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Control nodes assignment algorithm

for all receivers in the tree do
find distances from the root to all the receivers
find Ri - the most remote receiver
nk - current node
while nk �= root do
go up the tree k = k + 1
find the critical node for Ri and assign it to be a control node Cj .
remove subtree with the root in Cj from the tree

end while
j = j + 1

end for

Next we prove correctness of the proposed algorithm. Let l be the most
remote receiver. Let c be the first control node found by the algorithm. In
any feasible solution, the subtree with the root in c must contain a control
node c′. Otherwise l is not served. We claim that without loss of generality,
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c′ can be shifted to c. Indeed, suppose that shifting c′ to c makes some leaf
l′ unserved. This means that |l′c| > cmax. But we know that |lc| ≤ cmax,
and for the main source s we have |l′s| = |l′c|+ |cs| > |lc|+ |cs| = |ls|, which
contradicts the assumption that l is the furthest receiver. We conclude that
since on each iteration the algorithm starts from the most remote receiver
l, the distance to any other node in the subtree with a root in c will be less
than |cl|.

The algorithm is fast with the running time O(n logm), where m logm
is required to sort m receivers. Note that in the Internet-like topologies for
which the algorithm is designed, the number of receivers is regularly less
than half of the total number of tree nodes [32].

3.4.3 Redundancy Optimization

Inspired by the previous work [151] we continue working on optimizing the
amount of redundancy information required by AHEC to better serve the
needs of particular multimedia applications. The total needed redundancy
for each receiver depends on the number of retransmission rounds, which
in turn has a direct connection to the end-to-end RTT and PLR values. In
the multicast scenario the amount of redundancy is dictated by the worst
receiver in the group. By introducing control nodes between the source and
end receivers we shorten the RTT needed for retransmissions and isolate the
links with high loss probability so that they influence only the performance
of the corresponding region, but not the whole multicast tree.

Redundancy Information

In what follows we calculate RIHEC , the redundancy information amount
required by the HEC-PR scheme, according to the formulas provided in
Section 2.2.3. In HEC-PR the number of source data packets in one encod-
ing block k = 1, and the architecture acts as a pure ARQ-based scheme.
The redundant packets during all retransmissions are always the copies of
the source data packets.

Again, we are minimizing the total needed redundancy information by
optimizing the number of retransmission rounds needed to provide Ptarget

without Dtarget violation:

RIoptHEC = argminRIHEC , s.t. 1 ≤ Ñrr ≤ Nrr
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Shannon limit

The Shannon’s coding theorem [96] defines the theoretical maximum infor-
mation transfer rate of the binary erasure channel with the error probability
P to be equal to 1−P . Therefore, for reliable data transmission the amount
of redundancy information should be at least RIlim = P

1−P .

Obviously, in practice we need slightly more than this theoretical value.
Our goal is to minimize the redundancy information amount used in the
error correction scheme.

Proximity

Optimization brings the redundancy information amount closer to the the-
oretical lower bound. In order to compare the performance of the AHEC
scheme for different network settings we introduce the following metric:
Proximity ε is the difference between the amount of redundancy informa-
tion introduced into the network by the AHEC scheme for the current sys-
tem setup and the desired optimal value of the redundancy required for that
system according to Shannon bound: ε = RIHEC −RIlim.

Proximity takes non-negative values only and shows how close the AHEC
scheme approximates the optimum.

Multi-hop redundancy

In a traditional error correction scenario the required amount of redun-
dancy must be carried along the whole end-to-end virtual link, and each
underlying physical link segment also has to carry this amount. In our
scheme control nodes break paths from the source to receivers into several
segments. The average end-to-end path redundancy is RIavge2e = RIHEC .
Assuming a path is split into N segments, the average multi-hop path re-
dundancy is

RIavgmh =
∑N

i=1 RIHEC,i

N .

Note that this holds for calculation of both RIHEC and RIlim values.
And when we need to estimate proximity for the multi-hop case, we in fact
compare RIavgHEC and RIavglim over the undrerlined segments.

Cost metric

Cost metric is a crucial factor for the optimization process since it directly
relates the network characteristics to the mathematical calculations. We
experimented with several cost metrics to test the effectiveness of our multi-
stage multicast scheme: 1) costs equal to RTT values, 2) costs equal to
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PLR values or 3) costs equal to RTT · PLR, and studied the sensitivity
of the amount of redundancy to each of them. Each metric demonstrated
the influence on the results of the optimization procedure. And the most
noticeable dependency was observed between the first metric (costs equal
RTT ) and the amount of redundancy in the HEC-PR scheme.

Figure 3.11 illustrates how the amount of the HEC-PR redundancy
reacts to the changes in RTT value for a fixed PLR range. The initial
network parameters were set as described in [151]. If we take a point with
the fixed PLR = 0.1 and the corresponding optimal redundancy RIlim =
PLR

1−PLR = 0.1(1), then setting RTT = 20ms brings RIHEC quite close to
the RIlim, with the proximity ε ≤ 0.0001. Further reduction of RTT will
not significantly improve the RIHEC value, but increase the complexity of
network management.

We discovered that for each bounded range of PLR we can find an ap-
propriate threshold RTT value, such that the corresponding HEC scheme
results in the redundancy close to the optimal with a certain fixed prox-
imity. This showed us how to choose the right maximum cost per region
value cmax. First we choose the desired proximity εtarget. Then for the fixed
PLR we start increasing the RTT value within the allowable range and cal-
culate the corresponding proximity until it reaches the desired εtarget, and
choose cmax equal to the minimum RTT for which ε ≤ εtarget.

Problem Statement

The redundancy optimization problem can be described as follows.

Given a fixed network topology with known PLR and RTT values of all
links and a given multicast scenario (e.g. HDTV) with known data rate,
target delay Dtarget and residual error rate Ptarget, find the threshold cmax

in order to bring the redundancy closer to the Shannon limit within εtarget.

We are not aiming to reach the optimal Shannon bound for each case,
but to find the appropriate limiting cost values, which guarantee the re-
dundancy is close to the optimum with the given proximity εtarget.

Optimization Procedure

Step 1. For the given tree we identify the worst receiver with respect to
the cost metric, calculate the required amount of redundancy RIHEC and
the resulting proximity ε. If the proximity is greater than the desired
εtarget we introduce control nodes into the tree. For the fixed PLRe2e of
the worst receiver and variable RTT values we find the threshold, after
which proximity exceeds εtarget, which gives us the cmax value. We apply
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Figure 3.11: RI sensitivity to the changes in RTT.

the control node assignment algorithm (Algorithm 2) with respect to the
optimum cmax value. The control nodes break the end-to-end paths to the
receivers into several segments. We recalculate the multi-hop redu ndancy
RIHEC for the worst path as an average among the segments together with
the corresponding proximity. If the new proximity ε′ is closer to the desired
εtarget, we proceed to the next iteration. Otherwise the procedure stops, we
conclude that for the given setup it is not possible to achieve the desired
εtarget and report the best proximity we have achieved, the corresponding
number of control nodes and recommend their optimal placement.

Step 2. For the second step of the optimization procedure we reconstruct
the tree in the following way: the control nodes of the regions obtained on
the previous iteration are now replacing the whole region and the other
nodes assigned to the region (if they are not control nodes for the other
regions) are relaxed from further consideration. We also adjust the Dtarget

value by subtracting the maximum cost among the regions. This operation
reflects the fact that some part of Dtarget was consumed inside the lower
regions, which in the worst case corresponds to the cost of the worst region.
Next, we repeat all the steps as described for Step 1.

After each iteration the tree recursively shrinks and converges to the
root. The optimization procedure stops when either the desired proximity
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εtarget is achieved or if after a certain iteration the proximity is not improv-
ing, which means it is not possible to optimize the redundancy further.

3.4.4 Empirical Evaluation

In order to benchmark the efficiency of the proposed redundancy optimiza-
tion scheme we conducted a series of simulations with the initial parameter
set as specified in Table 3.1. The chosen low values for Ptarget and Dtarget

are required for such demanding applications as DVB services or gaming.
Multicast tree topologies adhere to the power-low distributions typical for
the multicast trees extracted from the real Internet topologies as described
in [32]. The redundancy optimization procedure goes in several iterations.

Table 3.1: Simulation parameters

Ptarget Dtarget εtarget RTTlink PLRlink

10−6 200ms 10−5 10 . . . 50 ms 10−3 . . . 10−2

In Publication IV we provided a numerical example with a 10-node tree,
which elucidates how the proposed optimization works step by step. We
illustrated the three iterations of the redundancy optimization procedure,
after which the desired proximity εtarget was successfully reached.

Next we conducted a series of experiments with different tree sizes. For
each tree size the experiment was repeated one hundred times. We applied
the redundancy optimization procedure and measured the resulting prox-
imity. Figure 3.12 illustrates average relative improvement of proximity for
each of the tree sizes. For each tree size, the proximity was significantly
improved, which means that the total amount of required redundancy in-
formation was reduced, and in fact in some cases it achieved the theoretical
Shannon bound.

As we mentioned before the overhead of such a scheme is negligible,
adding control nodes into the system implies minimal changes in the router
functionalities and the total number of control nodes in the tree is not very
large. Table 3.2 shows the number of control nodes required for each of
tree size considered in the experiments.

Note that the size of the multicast tree is limited by the chosen param-
eter set. Since the AHEC framework guarantees Dtarget and Ptarget for the
application, they limit the total end-to-end delay for the worst receiver,
which in our case corresponds to the depth of a multicast tree.

The depth of the multicast tree is a critical parameter, while the width
of the tree in terms of the number of branches, could be chosen arbitrarily
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Figure 3.12: The improvement observed in the proximity (estimated in
percent from the value before optimization) for different tree sizes.

Table 3.2: Total number of control nodes

Tree size min max average

10 1 3 1.6
20 1 6 4.1
50 2 17 9.4
80 6 21 14.0
100 7 22 15.9

large in general. In our special case depth of a 100-node multicast tree,
which was constructed according to the power-law degree distribution, can
achieve 15 hops in some cases, and with the maximum RTTlink = 50 ms
it can easily exceed the available Dtarget = 200. This makes the trees with
bigger depths initially infeasible. The limitation applies only to the chosen
application parameter set. The whole multi-stage multicast architecture
could easily be applied to the wider range of application scenarios, and we
believe has a potential to provide the desired QoS for much bigger multicast
client groups.
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3.5 Mediating Multimedia TrafficWith Strict De-
livery Constraints

In Publication V we propose an evolutionary networking approach that
has a potential to lower the required resources for multimedia applications.
We are targeting the broadcasting and multicasting real-time transmission
scenarios. Additionally, we also consider such new application scenarios as
stereoscopic streams where the basic stream can be extended by a secondary
one to allow a subset of devices displaying the content. The rest of the
devices are still receiving legacy streams.

The proposed solution is based on two ideas. First, we propose to reduce
the network load by tailoring error-correction schemes to both their appli-
cation scope and underlying network topology. Furthermore, we introduce
the idea how to exploit parallel networks by insertion of supplementary
data into the primary network where the appropriate content is available.
It leads to a relief of traffic in parts of the network. Eventually, the amount
of saved load can be spent on other services or on a larger number of re-
ceivers by using the actual network topology and devices.

To take care of timely delivery and an upper limit for residual errors
at the receivers, both approaches make use of an error-correction domain
separation [75]. We propose to implement these functions as operating
modes of the multi-purpose nodes, which we call Mediators following their
operating principle of mediating traffic between multiple network segments.
Thereby, Mediator nodes are introduced into the network where it is appro-
priate, and they divide subsequent links into several segments. This way
non error-prone links are released from carrying redundant data required
by error-prone links as it happens in traditional end-to-end environments.

3.5.1 Problem Statement

The problem area considered in this work is identified as follows. We assume
the data distribution structure is established in form of a tree T = (V,E)
of the size |V | = N . We consider multicasting and broadcasting transmis-
sion scenarios for real-time multimedia applications. The real-time traffic
imposes a tight upper limit for its delivery time Δ and the residual error
loss rate Ptarget at the receiver. To achieve the desired quality of experi-
ence (QoE) [107] both constraints must be completely satisfied. One of the
following error-correction schemes: forward error correction (FEC), auto-
matic repeat request (ARQ) or hybrid error-correction (HEC) is applied for
data protection.
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The targeted applications are replenished by the new arising transmis-
sion scenario where primary data can be extended by a supplementary data,
which is sent independently from a different source. We assume that the
second stream revalues the primary one. In this case, injecting the supple-
mentary data at suitable locations within the network is a crucial factor to
lower the total network load.

The transmitted data consists of two parts: the pure payload traffic and
extra sent data to cope with transmission errors. In the course of this work
we call the former type primary traffic and the latter type redundancy. The
main objective is to find a mechanism that reduces the amount of traffic
whereas the operating conditions of the transmission and the connected
applications are not disturbed. Specifically, we propose a way to lower the
amount of redundancy since the primary traffic can be reduced only by
applying more efficient source-coding mechanisms.

3.5.2 Node Characteristics

Current networks evolve an increasing number of different physical trans-
mission mechanisms as fiber and copper links, wireless LAN or 3G and 4G
connections, resulting in highly heterogeneous topologies. In general, net-
work nodes serve as routers dealing with forwarding packets to the right
next hop. Multi-purpose nodes are able to operate in different ways: as a
routing relay, error-correction relay, and supplementary data injector. Fur-
ther we call such multi-purpose nodes Mediators following their operating
principle of mediating traffic between multiple network segments.

Routing Relay

The first and simplest operation mode of Mediators is the routing relay
mode. In this mode the node acts as a normal network router, simply
forwarding the data packets to the right next hop that is closer to the
designated destination of the data. In this case, no additional enhancements
for the node are required. No additional complexity is introduced. Thus,
all the existing network routers are operating in this mode. We assume
routing relay is the default mode for Mediators.

Error-Correcting Relay

A mediator operating in the error-correcting relay mode splits the end-
to-end transmission path into multiple segments. It enables a precise and
individual application of error-correction schemes to the particular network
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Figure 3.13: Error-Correction Relay.

sections. Thus, an explicit loss domain separation is established. This do-
main separation frees insusceptible links from traffic introduced by error-
prone segments on the same path. The error-correction relay mode works
with both pure broadcasting correction schemes as forward error correction
(FEC) and bidirectional correction approaches as automatic repeat request
(ARQ). A combination of both schemes to the hybrid error-correction (e.g.
HEC) is also conceivable, especially in case of time and residual loss re-
stricted transmission conditions. In contrast to the aforementioned mode
an error-correction relay requires more resources as CPU power and larger
buffers for a reliable application of error protection techniques. The exact
overhead depends on the specific error-correction approach applied.

Figure 3.13 presents a schematic application of the two different error-
correction schemes for two separated path segments resulting in areas of
individual error-correction domains on the path. Obviously, all the ARQ
rounds stress only segment 2, whereas segment 1 does not suffer from the
extra rounds.

Supplementary Data Gateway

The supplementary data gateway mode does not modify the given network
characteristics but constitutes a gateway to other networks. A mediator
acting in this mode exploits the network topology and the availability of
redundant transmission content. The gateway opens multiple additional
transmission features.

We distinguish between horizontal and vertical supplementary data.
The horizontal supplementary data refers to the traffic containing the same
content but sent via other networks. An example for this type is live sports
content which could also be sent via satellite or terrestrial propagation be-
sides the IP transmission. We define vertical supplementary data as real
additional data that revalues the primary data stream. An example of
this traffic type could be a program information during an IPTV transmis-
sion for hearing-impaired people. Both supplementary data types are not
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supposed to be originated by the same source as the primary traffic.

Physical requirements for the supplementary data gateways mode are
more distinctive as for the preceding modes. To inject supplementary data
the node should be able to provide access to other networks via specific
interfaces as a DVB-S/T tuner for satellite or terrestrial reception. An
important aspect is synchronization of the primary and supplementary data
streams. The implementation must provide a way to ensure that both
streams fit together perfectly in order to deliver a smooth experience at the
receiver.

Mediator nodes are supposed to support one of the last two modes or
both. The nodes are aware of their own operation modes and the modes of
their neighbors. Figure 3.14 presents a summary of all presented operation
modes located within a simple tree network.

3.5.3 Node Location Assignment

Since the Mediator nodes actively influence transmission characteristics,
a careful placement of these nodes within the dissemination structure is
required. The main objective of the location assignment is to establish an
effective error-correction domain separation.
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There are two possible scenarios: In the first, the transmission struc-
ture is known a priori. In this case all participating nodes are already
logically connected by a tree or mesh. In the second case, the transmission
structure is not yet known. The dissemination structure can be built with
consideration of the possible Mediator locations.

Network Topology-Based Assignment

Potential positions for the Mediator nodes could be identified using the
topological characteristics of the network nodes, such as the (weighted)
degree, centrality or betweenness of individual network nodes, which we
reviewed earlier in Section 2.2.6 of this thesis.

When the set of potential candidates for Mediator node positions have
been chosen, the optimization algorithms could be applied. Again, we
reviewed the optimization strategies applicable for the Mediator node po-
sitioning earlier in Section 2.2.7.

Subjective Assignment

The Subjective Assignment depends on a Mediator distribution concept,
fully developed by an administrator without any direct reference to the
actual network topology. Thus, factors such as hardware capacity, financial
considerations, customer’s requirements or networking policies within the
individual autonomous systems (AS) affect the selection. One must also
take into consideration that network providers may deny the application
of multi-purpose nodes at certain locations but enforce them, even if the
network characteristics do not match with the objective requirements.

Clearly, a combination of multiple assignment strategies to find suitable
locations is also possible.

3.5.4 Example Application Scenarios

The proposed Mediator concept can be used with several already estab-
lished mechanisms and improve their functionality (reliability, resource re-
quirements, etc.). Here we present several example application scenarios,
where Mediator nodes could be deployed incrementally within the existing
networks in order to optimize their performance.

Content Delivery Networks

Content Delivery Network (CDN) is designed to avoid congested network
segments, place the requested content closer to the receiver and improve the
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content delivery quality, speed and reliability while reducing the network
load at the primary source server [120]. The main issues with CDNs are
the placement of the surrogate servers, the selection of content and data
synchronization. The CDN surrogate server can be seen as a Mediator
where 1) data is injected from a parallel network (e.g. DVB-T/DVB-S)
to lower the data storage and synchronization effort while releasing parts
of the network from carrying data to the receiver and 2) additional error-
correction is applied to lower the amount of extra needed bandwidth in the
network due to error-prone segments.

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [93] mainly addresses
the HTTP-based progressive downloads mechanism, but also attempts to
resolve such arising issues as missing bitrate adaptivity or waisted network
bandwidth due to user-terminated sessions while further content has al-
ready been downloaded [144]. Thus, the server holds a set of differently
encoded media chunks and the receiver chooses an appropriate bitrate,
thereby changing the quality. To avoid congestion or overload server farms
(HTTP caches) are established, that allow highly scalable distribution sce-
narios. Introducing Mediators into this environment could help to improve
the media retrieval process from the source server to the server directly
communicating with the receiver: if content is not already available, a reli-
able and nearly real-time reloading from the source server is possible. Thus,
the HTTP caches can be quickly refreshed in multicast mode if required.

Peer-to-Peer Networks

Traditional Peer-to-Peer Networks [19], [88] are overlay networks, built
above the physical or logical networks. The main challenge with peer-
to-peer network is the high heterogeneity within the set of nodes and con-
nections between the nodes (e.g. DSL, wireless, backbones, etc.).

Recent approaches [109] already incorporate more information from the
underlying physical network, and they focus mostly on the financial aspect
but not on reliability and network speed. Introducing Mediators into peer-
to-peer overlay networks helps to correct transmission errors due to highly
error-prone communication links (e.g. IEEE 802.11) by individually pro-
tecting these weak links with a better error-correction code, which leads to
a lower network utilization when using an additional supplementary data
injector. Mediator creation within an overlay network causes a minimal
additional setup effort.



Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis we proposed several techniques targeted to improve users’
experience dealing with the applications utilizing both elastic and real-time
types of traffic.

In Publications I-III we developed a multipath-enabled extension for
HIP. We proposed a design of an online multipath data scheduling algorithm
for HIP, which effectively distributes packets from a TCP connection over
available links. It requires modifications only in the HIP daemon at the
sender. Legacy IPv4 and IPv6 applications unaware of multiple paths can
benefit from it transparently.

Our experiments demonstrated robustness of proposed multipath data
scheduling on the HIP layer. In an ideal system with no cross-traffic, over-
all goodput of the simple multipath system is nearly the sum of link band-
widths. When cross-traffic was introduced to the system, we were able to
effectively decrease the number of retransmissions and packet losses. The
result was achieved by applying a multipath congestion avoidance scheme,
which includes redirection of the traffic to the less congested paths and
consequent path probing.

Next we designed and evaluated a TCP-friendly congestion control
scheme for mHIP. The traffic splitting algorithm does not explicitly change
either the TCP congestion window growing rate or its recovery speed. We
showed a way to tune aggressiveness of the multipath data transmission
controlled by mHIP without losing its responsiveness in competition with
cross-traffic. The proposed two-level congestion control is adjusted to meet
the TCP-friendliness and TCP-fairness definitions.

In Publication III we constructed a game-theoretic model to examine
the ability of multiple multipath users to share the network with each other
in a friendly manner and with the legacy single-path connections while
providing the opportunities for all to improve the resulting throughput.
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We found an elastic-demand Wardrop equilibrium for splittable traffic,
and evaluated the price of anarchy to prove that implementing multipath
with an adequate multipath congestion control scheme, selfish users can
successfully achieve their personal goals without cooperation, and the re-
sulting unfairness will be rather moderate and could be tolerated.

A multi-stage multicast architecture was proposed in Publication IV to
provide scalability of the multimedia data transmission for a wide range of
real-time Internet applications. This approach reduces the total network
load in the multicast scenarios with heterogeneous receivers by optimizing
the amount of redundancy information required for efficient traffic protec-
tion with AHEC, keeping it close to the theoretical Shannon limit.

To extend this work further, in Publication V we introduced Mediators,
which reduce the redundancy in the system with error-correction by tailor-
ing error-correction schemes to both their application scope and underlying
network topology. Furthermore, the Mediators exploit parallel networks for
selective supplementary data insertion.

Still many open questions remain for future work. These include a
comprehensive evaluation of robustness of the proposed solutions in more
realistic dynamic networks scenarios and solving the deployment issues.

The experimental results leave no doubts that the multihomed hosts
utilizing ground links can benefit from multipath functionality provided by
mHIP. Nevertheless, the current implementation is not optimized for the
bandwidth aggregation of the multiple wireless paths. We will continue
our attempts in adjusting mHIP implementation for efficient bandwidth
aggregation with the paths consisting of WIFI and HSDPA links.

The evolutionary Mediator approach showed a potential to lower the
required resources for multimedia applications. We discussed a feasible
scheme that enables multi-constraint multimedia applications, such as live
IPTV, to use legacy networking algorithms utilizing only one objective
value. Therefore, it is possible to find the global optimum routes within
the network by bridging legacy algorithms with new arising multimedia
applications. We are interested in implementation of the proposed scheme
in the real application scenarios with the use of ultra-new broadcast and
multicast multimedia technologies.

Internet users expect high-quality experiences dealing with the wide
range of requested applications. Affordable and mature technologies are
required to fulfil the users’ quality expectations. The designers of the future
Internet aim at the efficient and flexible distribution platforms that scale
to the rising demands. The architectures and techniques described in this
thesis take one step into this direction.
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